
bout
[baʋt] n

1. раз, приём
this bout - на этот раз
at one bout - разом; в один присест, одним махом
a bout of cleaning - генеральная уборка

2. спорт.
1) схватка; встреча; бой

a bout with the adversary - схватка с противником
boxing bout - встреча по боксу
bout with the gloves - бокс
bout of one touch [of five touches] - бой на один укол [на пять уколов] (фехтование)

2) заезд
3. припадок, приступ (болезни, кашля и т. п. )

a bout of fever- приступ лихорадки
a bad coughing bout - сильный приступ кашля
drinking bout - запой

4. уст. поворот

Apresyan (En-Ru)

bout
bout [bout bouts] BrE [baʊt] NAmE [baʊt] noun
1. a short period of great activity; a short period during which there is a lot of a particular thing, usually sth unpleasant

• a drinking bout
• ~ of sth/of doing sth the latest bout of inflation
• Regular exercise is better than occasional bouts of strenuous activity.
2. ~ (of sth) an attack or period of illness

• a severe bout of flu/coughing
• He suffered occasional bouts of depression.
• (NAmE) a bout with the flu

3. a↑boxing or↑wrestling match

Word Origin:
mid 16th cent. (denoting a curve or circuit, hence later a “turn” of activity): from dialect bought ‘bend, loop’; probably of Low German
origin.

Example Bank:
• I got a bad bout of the flu last winter.
• a bout of depression
• A karate bout lasts for two or three minutes.
• He's just recoveringfrom a severe bout of flu.
• It was hailed as one of the best heavyweight bouts of recent times.
• The doctor halted their bout after the ninth round.
• There has been a severe bout of inflation over recent months.
• They had been fighting after a drinking bout.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

bout
bout /baʊt/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Date: 1500-1600; Origin: bout 'one trip up the field and back in plowing' (16-19 centuries), from bought 'bending' (14-17 centuries)]
1. a bout of depression/flu/sicknessetc a short period of time during which you suffer from an illness
2. a short period of time during which you do something a lot, especially something that is bad for you:

a drinking bout
bout of

a bout of unemployment

3. a↑boxing or↑wrestling match
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